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GENERAL

Byrd Station: Many improvements have been made which have enhanced the
general condition of the station. A special program for familarization of
summer visitors has been initiated.

Eights Station: The snow accumulation, since installation of the
buildings last January, ranges from 5 to 13 feet. Flawless generator per-
formance was achieved again this month. One of the stoves backfired on the
25th, but the fire was extinguished promptly, and the faulty stove has been
removed permanently. Solar disturbances reduced the operation of the ham
radio though the 20 and 40 meter bands were operated with some success.
The fuel cache has been dug out and moved up to the present surface.

USNS Eltanin: Cruise 9 began when the Eltanin departed from Valparaiso
on August 1, following an overhaul period. The first part of the cruise was
a survey of the Argentine Basin area roughly defined between 50 to 48
South and 40 to 35 West. Although bathymetry and hydrographic work was
stressed, several full stations were also made in the area. Upon leaving
the Argentine Basin, the ship proceeded to Bird Island located off the tip
of South Georgia where some of personnel visited the small research facility
of the Johns Hopkins University and Bishop Museum biologists. From Bird
Island, the ship proceeded south along the 38th meridian to approximately
59 12' South latitude where further penetration was hated by heavy ice.
Proceeding eastward, one station was made at 58 40'S 36 00 1 W and eight stations
were taken along the 34th meridian as the ship proceeded north. Upon arrival
in the vicinity of South Georgia, various studies of the changes from deep
water to continental shelf around the island were made. Upon completion of
these studies, the Eltanin proceeded toward Valparaiso, making several trawls
in the vicinity of Cape Horn and Valparaiso.

During the 13 days in the Argentine Basin, the winds averaged 22 knots
with gusts to 60 knots while the temperature averaged 2 C. Below South
Georgia a low temperature of -13 C with an average of -6 C was experienced.
Cape Horn presented a contrast in weather as the eastward passage was made
during a storm with winds of 60 knots and 24 foot waves while the westward
passage was made in almost dead calm which provided excellent over-the-side
working conditions. The track of the ship is shown on the map on page i
The cruise ended on 27 September after completing 9339 miles, the longest
yet accomplished by the Eltanin and also the coldest.

Hallett Station: Generally fine weaLher prevailed after a strong storm
at the beginning of the month. Construction of the bay ice airstrip was
completed on the 10th but it was necessary to add another 4 ,000 feet to the
south end when the northern section was found to be only 58 inches thick.
The ice thickness of the runway now varies from about 65 to 68 inches.
Occasional seals have been observed since the first of the month. Three
emperor penguins were seen heading north on the 9th, and 20 on the 10th.
Amateur radio contacts have been increasing.
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McMurdo Station: On September 30, two U.S. Navy 0 -130 aircraft landed
at the recently constructed 9000 foot ski landing area of McMurdo's Williams
field after an 8-hour flight from Christchurch, New Zealand, opening the 1963-
64 antarctic summer season. Passengers included U.S. Navy, USARP and New
Zealand personnel. The destroyer, USSHis, has beeri on stationhalf..:
way between New Zealand and Antarctica for several days, obtaining weather
information necessary for the air traffic to the continent.

On the same day, September 30, two other U.S. Navy 0-13 0 aircraft,
under the command of Admiral Reedy, left Capetown, South Africa, on a
pioneering 4700-mile non-stop flight to McMurdo Station. The plane pro-
ceeded almost directly south from Capetown to the Pole, then to McMurdo.
Weather and radio communications were perfect throughout the flight. The
planes landed at McMurdo October 1, 0430 GMT, after 14 1-2 hours in the air.
The South African Navy frigate Transvaal, located half-way between Capetown
and the continent of Antarctica, provided information on the weather over
the ocean area. Capetown was the site of a week-long Antarctic Geological
Symposium, September 16-20, and of the annual meeting of the Scientific
Committee on Antarctic Research the following week, September 23-27.

At McMurdo, USARP winter quarters were thoroughly cleaned and painted
and new tile was applied in the lounge area. Other general improvements
have also been accomplished. All motor toboggans are ready for the field.

Two flights were made during the month to Taylor Dry Valley to inspect
the temperature recorders and wind generator at the patterned ground study
site. The generator was inoperative and a new generator has been installed.
Two trips were made to Cape Crozier where the hut was discovered to be
demolished. Supplies for the summer operations were stored and attempts at
repairing the hut were made.

South Pole Station: Observation of the return of the sun on the 23rd
was obscured by clouds, and stormy weather has continued through the month.
General clean-up and organization for the summer operating period is being
carried out.

Wilkes Station: The summer traverse departed from the station near the
end of September, and was located 50 miles south on the 30th. Most of the
month was spent in preparation of vehicles and supplies for this program.

Water supply from the lake continued to be adequate.

BIOLOGY

USNS Eltanjn:

Columbia University, Lamont Geological Observatory (Plankton
Sampling Program): The primary objective is to obtain quantitative zooplankton
samples for an extensive study of their shell-bearing populations; such as
foraminifera, pteropoda and radiolarians.
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Two Lamont-built plankton samplers have been used between 0 and 1000
meters. Through the use of sensitive pressure-actuated, piston-type release
mechanisms, these samplers permit plankton hauls at pre-selected depth levels.
The Multiple Plankton Sampler ideally samples at 0-100 meters, 100-250 meters
and 250-500 meters. The other sampling devices that have been used utilize
a one-half meter net either fully supported or supported only at its mouth
by a brass frame, These have been used for surface tows, oblique tows to
depths of 300 meters when the Multiple Sampler could not be used, and deep
vertical tows to depths of 2000 meters.

Plankton samples were preserved in buffered fortualin with pH of the
sample adjusted to about 7.4. All vital data has been recorded and data
sheets and samples are to be sent to Lamont for further study.

Nannoplankton samples have been obtained by filtering sea water from
the raw salt water line by the millipore filter technique and subsequently
preserving the filter in buffered formalin,

During the cruise, a total of 42 plankton samples were taken with the
one-half meter net as follows:

17 surface samples,
14 vertical profile samples to depths of 500,. .1000 and 2000 meters, and
11 oblique trawl samples ranging in depth from 100 to 300 meters.

The opening and closing nets provided 8 samples at depths varying to
500 meters, and bathypelagic plankton samples were obtained to depths
of 1000 meters. Due to the failure of the actuating device on the opening
and closing nets, five cast were unsuccessful.

Proceeding into port, a 0 to 200 meters vertical profile sample was
obtained with the intention of shipping live plankton samples for study at
Lamont Geological Observatory,

Columbia University , Lamont Geological Observatory (Microbiology):
Approximately 150 samples for extraction of Chlorophyll A were obtained
using Van Dorn bottles and the sea water line to the laboratory. Due to the
breakdown of chlorophyll in samples from previous cruises, extraction was
made aboard the ship during Cruise 9, although the work was hampered somewhat
by the lack of several pieces of equipment.
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As the measurement of light intensity with the submarine photometer
was impossible on most of the days because of adverse weather conditions,
it was very difficult to estimate the light levels for use in the incu-
bation boxes.

Phytoplankton studies of two kinds were done. Net studies proved to
be the most convenient but would not give material which was well suited to
quantitative - study. However, the net studies produced a good estimate
Of the irger-size -plankton population though much of the nanno- and all
of the ultraplankton populations were missed. Use of the salt water line
for net studies proved reasonably successful although several problems were
encountered with the water line itself. This program proceeded well and a
number of bacterial samples were returned to the Lamont Geological Observa -
tory for final analysis. Population data on the occurrence of bacteria in
sea water at this time of year was also obtained. Very little growth was
noted at depths less than 30 meters.

University of Southern California: The fundamental purpose of this
program was to collect representative fauna from all the strata of the ocean
column and from the ocean floor.

Collections during Cruise 9 are summarized in the following table:

Menzies Trawls
Phleger Cores:

with Menzies Trawl
and twin cores

Isaacs-Kidd
Midwater Trawls

Blake Trawls:
10 foot

5 foot
1 Meter Plankton Nets
Peterson Grab Samples

Number Successful

12

13
9

23

2

13
5

23

Number Unsuccessful

2

1
0

2

1
2
0
L.

The biological sampling work in the Argentine Basin was kept to a
minimum in order that more time could be spent in the Scotia Sea area.
However, samples were obtained both north and south of the Antarctic Con-
vergence. A typical station encompassed sampling with the 5-foot Blake
trawl, a combined Menzies trawl and Phleger corer and two IKMW trawls.
Peterson grabs were not obtained until the latter portion of Cruise 9 due
to malfunctions of the sampler.
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The series of full stations was augumented by several special biological

studies:

1. Southwest of South Georgia, a 10-foot Blake Trawl was
accomplished at approximately 50 fathoms and a 5-foot Blake
Trawl at 420 fathoms. These combined with trawls taken
north of South Georgia at 1 30 , 440, and 740 fathoms provided
an excellent sample of the rich fauna on the shelf around
South Georgia.

2. Samples mentioned in No. 1 above will be evaluated in light
of information obtained from a visit to Bird Island,

3, No, 1 and 2 above were further augumented by a series of twin
P'hleger cores taken on the shelf and down the slope off South
Georgia at approximately 100 9 200 9 300 9 400 9 500 9 7509 10009
1250 , and 1500 fathoms.

4. South of Cape Horn, two 5-foot Blake Trawls were used to
collect Cephalodiscus from the continental shelf for embryo-
logic study.

5. Approximately 150 miles west of Concepcion, Chile, an IKNWT
was taken in an unsuccessfuleffort tocolléct a veryprimitive
octopus previously reported in this area.

6. Approximately 50 miles west of Valparaiso, Chile, two IKNW
trawls were made for the collection of the distinctive
cephalopod fauna in this region. This was a very rewarding
operation although time did not permit-complete study
and sorting of samples obtained.

7. West of Valparaiso, Chile, a series of 23 Peterson grabs were
obtained for the purpose of quantitive analysis of the con-
tinental. slope and shelf fauna. This is of particular interest
due to a recorded high oxygen content current in this area.

McMurdo Station:

Biolab Stanford Universi ty: In preparation for the summer season,
additional metal cabinets shipped to McMurdo from the Eltanin have been
located and installed. Additional electrical outlets have been provided for
incubators by the installation of an electrostrip. Previous problems en
countered by water leakage in distilled water storage containers and pumps
have been adjusted. Publication drawing of metabolis& chambers has begun.

Stanford University: The fish house has been relocated northwest of
Hut Point at station 63C where the water depth is 128 meters. So far fishing
has been excellent and two new fish traps have been added. With aquaria now
installed in the fish room for use during the summer season, all growth
experiments are operating at full capacity. Collections have been augmented
by hook and line fishing at regular stations and through one 5-inch hole.
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METEOROLOGY

Byrd Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: Twenty-six radiosondes were flown to an average
height of 23,182 meters. During severe weather, three releases averaged
13 9 237 meters. Three radiometersondes averaged 15,097 meters. The hydroneal
generator became inoperative on the 1st of September due to a burned out

i;1iOfl cEit.

The average wind for September, 23.2 mph, was the highest on record
surpassing the previous record of September 1957 by 0.8 mph. Precipitation
occurred on 18 days with only a trace being accumulated. Progress on the
ozone measurements program is being made but is not yet in full operation.

Eights Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: September had 	average temperature of _25.700
with a maximum of -15. 7C and'a low of -51.10 C which occurred on three
separate days. The average wind recorded was 9.8 knots, with a maximum of
56.4. The month had only one clear day while on 10 days the.visibility was
reduced to a quarter of a mile or less.

USNS Eltanin:

U.S. Weather Bureau: There were 36 successful balloon launchings
and 10 unsuccessful ones. The average height was 23,726 meters, though for
the 25 that were tracked to burst, the average height was 27,396 meters.
Fading signals resulted in six terminations, and a leaking balloon occurred
once. The maximum height reached was 32,197 meters. The coldest temperature
measured aloft was -76.1 C on September 1 at 55.7 S, 53.8 W.

Upper winds were predominantly from the west or southwest at all levels.
At 5000 feet the wind speed averaged 32 knots, 10,000 feet 37 knots, 25,000
feet 50 knots, and 50,000 feet 80 knots. The highest wind measured was 140
knots from the west on August 16 9 at a height of 82,000 feet, location 48.6S,
38.2W. The average height of the 32 rawinsondes was 14,765 meters.

The 1200 GMT surface synoptic analysis chart was received via radio
from the meteorological service of Buenos Aires, Argentina about four times
weekly, while the ship was east of Drake Passage.

The Mast surface ozone analyzer operated intermittently during the first
ten days of the cruise. From then on it presented a constant challenge and
resulted in no further record. The Varian recorder also acted up, but is
still operative.

Samples of air were taken at 10 locations. Flasks will be shipped to
Scripps Institution of Oceanography for CO 2 analysis.

A minimum of rain gauge data was collected this cruise due to the nature
of the precipitation, wind and temperature conditions.
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Hallett Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: The month of September began with a windy day
which averaged 52 mph and included gusts of 104 mph. The average temperature
of -22.40C was slightly warmer than usual, recording a maximum of -7.8 C.
Precipitation during the month was limited to 0.11 inches of snow.

The average height of 15 balloon bursts during daylight was 28,4:37 feet.
For the month 26 radiosondes were launched and attained an average height of
28,693 meters. These observations were augumented by 10 radiometersondes and
two ozonesondes which attained an average height of 16,084 meters. Beginning
on the 25th, upper atmosphere observations were increased to two flights
per day for the support of aircraft operations. All surface, upper air,
and ozone instruments are operating properly.

McMurdo Station:

U.S. Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations see

Climat.)

Texas Western College (U.S. Weather Bureau): Four meteorological
rockets were fired in September, on the 12th, 17th, 18th and the 27th. On
the first firing, the rocket exploded immediately out of the launcher, but
on the other three good results were obtained, with the radar locked on
target at heights between 50 and 55 kilometers. On the firing of the 17th,
at 43 kilometers altitude, westerly winds of 232 mph were recorded, the
strongest measured to date. On the firing the next day, winds were still
strong but had diminished to 178 mph maximum at about the same altitude. On
the last firing of the month, winds aloft had diminished from the previous
week, and had shifted to the northwest.

South Pole Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: September at the South Pole was characterized
as being the warmest, windest, cloudiest, and stormiest on record. The radio-
metersondes program was commenced on the 12th and 57 flights were successfully
flown while two were unsuccessful. During the storms, the carbon dioxide
content was observed to rise to 317 ppm, whereas the normal value ranges
between 315 and 316 ppm. Radiation recorders have been installed and calibrated.

Wilkes Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: Wilkes Station experienced a very cloudy and
windy month having only one clear day and an average wind speed of 17.8 mph
with gusts close to 100 mph on several occasions. Problems with the GMD
antenna unit overloading continued but is being given a thorough study and
it is hoped that it will be remedied shortly. Special radiosondes were taken
in support of the Cape Town to McMurdo flight.
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OCEANOGRAPHY

USNS E1tann:

Columbia University, Lamont Geological Observatory : During Cruise 9
the Antarctic Convergence was crossed six times between 35 and 40 west.
During these crossings, 13 complete hydrographic stations were made and nearly
200 bathythermograph (BT) observations taken. During the 6th crossing of
the Antarctic Convergence which was on the 35th west meridian, seven hydro-
graphic stations and 70 BT lowerings were made. A well defined surface
temperature drop of about 2°C, from 4.2 to about 2.0 C was found crossing
the Convergence from the north. These crossingã should yield data for' a thorough
study of the Antarctic Convergence in this area.

The following data was reduced aboard the ship:

a. Surface temperature isotherms were plotted in the Argentine
Basin area. These clearly showed the Antarctic Convergence.

h. The temperature-salinity curves were plotted for the stations
as far as the 35 west meridian.

c. Temperature and salinity values vs depth were plotted and
analyzed for major meridian tracks along 38 and 34 West
between 53 and 59

0
 South.

d. Chemical analysis for silicates, phosphates and nitrates were
accomplished with the Beckman spectrophotometer, pH analysis
with the Beckman pH meter and oxygen analysis by the Winkler
method.

Preliminary study of data obtained indicates that a low salinity core
is present at the surface where the temperature decrease is encountered, and
that this core drops gradually to 200 meters approximately 120 miles north
of the Convergence. The BT's showed characteristic traces of the colder
Antarctic surface water flowing north below the sub-Antarctic surface water
north of the Antarctic Convergence.

-
The plot of stations from53

0	0
to 58 40' South on the 34th meridian shows

a warm temperature core of 2 C at 400-500 meters. The same core appears at
slightly greater depths along the 38th meridian.

Florida State University: The equipment employed for geological bottom
sampling conists of a piston core apparatus, Phleger corer, and a Peterson
grab sampler. It had been planned to use a rock dredge as wellbut sufficient
samples were obtained from the Blake trawls operated by the University of
Southern California. The Peterson grab sampler was inoperative for the
majority of the cruise time but was repaired for extensive sampling near
Valparaiso, Chile. In the piston coring program, 22 cores with an average
length of 534 cm and a maximum length of 1135 dm were taken. During the cruise
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there were two unsuccessful attempts, and one piston core was lost when efforts
to free the bent pipe from the coring 'weight resulted in the core being lost
overboard.

Twenty-seven Phleger cores were recovered on 34 attempts; of these 17
were achieved at piston coring stations. Nine Phieger cores were obtained
on a profile into Bird Island, with the average length 31 ems. The bottom
camera operation had several difficulties early in the cruise which were
remdied' for later stations. A total of 161 photographs were printed, these
being taken at 16 stations where piston cores were obtained. A maximum
of 21 photographs at one station and a minimum of four photographs at
another illustrate the range of coverage.

University of Wisconsin: Several problems were encountered with
the nuclear resonance magnetometer, primarily related to the difficulty of
obtaining a satisfactory seal around the distilled water core. The plexi-
glass fish which had been used for several cruises developed a leak on
August 2. A plastic fish supplied for this cruise was then put into operation
but flooded out after two hours of operation. A new fish was then constructed
from plexiglass and the coil potted with epoxy resin. Salt water also pene-
trated this unit after a short time. Finally the plastic fish was modified
so that an 0-ring seal could be placed under compression with two retaining
rings and six bolts. A flaw in this fish was satisfactorily welded and it
was working well during the latter portion of the cruise. In contrast to
the earliest fish, the current one operates from a single long horizontal
coil, which produces a signal that is usually stronger than that obtained
from the older system of two mutually perpendicular coils, though the
sensitivity appears to be a function of the ship heading. It is planned to
complete a two coil system for Cruise 10.

University of Wisconsin (Sub-bottom depth recorder): An attempt
was made to operate a sub-bottom depth recorder during this cruise and some
echos were recorded with water depths of approximately 50 meters. A new
transistor hydrophone preamplifier designed and built on board allowed an
additional 60 db of gain. Although this portion of the system appears to
operate well, the spark used as sound source was inadequate at water depths
over 500 fathoms. Further attempts to evaluate the potential of this system
are planned during Cruise 10.

STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survex: Although background noise due to high
winds complicated the observations, 1 29 seismic disturbances were identified
during the month. Except for some problems with the helicorder system, all
seismograph equipment operated well.

Hallett Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer): Several equipment
problems were encountered during September, primarily loose connections and
insulation breakdown. External problems with snow accumulation were also
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encountered but good recordings were obtained and for the most part, the

equipment operated well.

South Pole Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: During September, only the short-period
recording unit was operated. Some problems were encountered due primarily
to the poor focus of the recording light spot, but this has been remedied and
good records are now being obtained.

Wilkes Station:

California Institute of Technology (Australian observer): All
seismic equipment operated steadily this month although some direct current
transients are still under investigation. A seismic noise analysis at the

air strip was completed.

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Byrd Station:

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: Due to periods
of blowing snow, overcast conditions, and increasing twilight, very little
aurora data was obtained. Several observations of polar orbit satellites were
made during the period of clear weather between the 9th and the 15th. On the
18th, the patrol spectrometer was started on the twilight program with the
solar depression angle less than 12 0 . The auroral height measurement program

was terminated on the 21st after obtaining approximately 290 simultaneous sets
of measurements. On the 26th when the solar depression angle became less

than 
90, the a11.-sky camera, was shut down.

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: On the basis of K indicies,
September had the highest activities of any month this year. Almost all days
from the 14th through the :30th showed disturbed conditions. A total of 39
SSC were observed.

Fourteen sets of absolute magnetic values were obtained with the following

averages:
declination	700 27.3'
horizontal, field	169298 g.

vertical field	57,977 g.

IonpjDheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Unprecedent
riometer activities were observed during the month with many events lasting
more than six hours, and one event having an absorption value greater than 50db.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: Values of F2
were recorded 30 percent of the total hours in the month. Thirteen percent of
the values were lost due to spread echo, 25 percent to absorption, and 23 per-
cent due to blanketing by Sporadic B, and the remainder due to equipment
problems and absorption in the range of critical frequency. The maximum median
value of foF2 occurred at 0100 local time. Although there was nearly a 50 per-
cent increase in non-deviative absorption over September 1962, more critical

values of foF2 were obtained.
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Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: All equipment operated
satisfactorily except for a few brief power failures. A fire alarm system
and a carbon monoxide detector have been installed in the recorder room.

VLF and ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory:
Trouble free operation enabled all special and conjugate recordings to be
made on schedule. Whistler and hiss activity decreased while chorus showed
a very strong increase below the 1.5 kc band. The hiss peak occurred at
0300 GMT, and the chorus peak 1600 GMT. Further analysis of the direction-
finding data shows that a considerable amount of hiss signal is arriving
from magnetic North of Byrd, implying that the radius of the VLF hiss zone
is larger than that of auroral zone. Whistlers are detectable by both the
N-S and the EW antennas. Most of spherics are coming from an azimuth NNE
true.

VLF and Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: All equipment
operated perfectly the entire month, though there were brief periods of data
loss due to power failures.

Eights Station:

Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: Exposures
of the patrol spectrograph have been adjusted from calibration data. No
difficulties have been encountered with the photometer or all-sky camera.
Due to the increasing light, the photometer has now been secured and the
spectrograph and all-sky camera will be shut down in early October.

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Magnetic activity was very
high in September with all components showing deviations in the 1000 gamma
range. Records for the 11th were lost :Then the recording lamp failed. A
tunnel has been built from the absolute building vestibule to enclose the
auxiliary azimuth marker. Fourteen sets of absolute observations were taken.

Ionospheric Absorption, Na ti onaLL Bureau of Standards: Several small
events on the riometer were observed during the first half of this month.
During the latter half the average peak of absorption was at least 2 db.
Absorption was greater than 6 db Oti six days and reached a maximum of 15 db
on September 22, Recalibratiori of the riometer antenna factor has been
necessary several times due to snow accumulation,

F -Mi crgpuisation National Bureau of Standards: The VLF tape
and the hiss recorder have been operating smoothly -with no equipment problems,
but the micropulsation equipment is not as yet operational.

VLF, Stanford University: VLF activity has changed greatly since
the return of the sun. Whistler counts have decreased considerably, and
emission activity has changed character. Many simultaneous VLF and micro-
pulsation, events have been recorded. All equipment is operating well.
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USNS Eltaniri:

Llrglow l_ UniversiLy of _Alaska: The photometer was inoperative
during the first 25 days of this cruise due to electronic circuit breakdown.
Extended periods of overcast skies also reduced the amount of data collection.

Cosmic Rays -t—Bartol. esearchFounda +L,ion : The meson telescope
operated routinely during most of the cruise. Some problems developed with
the chronometer contacts which were corrected. A heater-cathode short
circuit in a preamplifier also caused some faulty data which was not
recognized for some time because of its intermittent nature. It was found
that the compartment air conditioner caused the pressure as observed on
the calibration microbarograph to be too high when the hatch was closed
during rough weather.

The 30 mc riometer
operated routinely during most of the cruise. No recording time was lot
although interference from the ships radio and power surges in the AC
supply caused some problems.

RadioNoise NatiopI Bureau of Standards The long shut-down
of the equipment during the overhaul period apparently caused some equipment
deterioration but the irregularaties were corrected during the first half
of the cruise and during the second half the equipment operated smoothly
and good records were obtained,

VLF_S tanfordUnjvt: Several experiments conducted on previous
cruises were discontinued or temporarily suspended during Cruise 9. The
phase tracking, direction finding, and the high frequency programs were
not conducted. Furthermore, the triggered emissions experiment and 'the
narrow band recordings were curtailed as the monitored stations changed
frequency and appropriate tuning equipment was not on board. The broad
band VLF recordings were made from 50 to 52 minutes after each hour and
weekly one hour recordings made to coincide with passes of the Alouette
satellite, Frequency calibration and noise 'tests were performed on the
first of each month, All recordings were monitored aurally and simultaneously
filmed on the Ray-span spectrum analyzer. The number and intensity of
whistlers during the cruise were very irregular. For August the peak
periods were from the 5th to the 10th and from the 22nd to the 27th, when
the average rate was as high as 20 per minute. The average for the entire
month was 4 per minute, For September the peak periods occurred on the
1st and from the 18th to the 21st. The poak periods of whistler activity
occurred when the ship was off the southwestern coast of South America
in the vicinity of Cape Horn, This area is magneticaiJ.y conjugate to
parts of North America, "which would he experiencing a summer maximum of
thunder storm activity. Hiss was observed only weakly and other VLF
emissions were not observed.
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Hallett Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The timing unit for the
all-sky camera with black and white film after running slow for two eeks,
was returned to normal operation. The all-sky camera using color film, had
an exposure level failure which necessitated a replacement of the KJ00 shutter.
Data loss due to these problems, however, was minor. Approximately two nights
of data was lost due to high winds. The patrol spectrograph operated normally
except for a small amount of film sticking. The photometer operation, was
terminated for the season on the 20th.

Cosmic Rays, University of Maryland: The equipment operated
normally with calibration schedules followed. A new printout relay board :'as
installed which allows the system to give an hourly printout to the neutron
monitor and puts time marks on the scintillator trace. The scinti.liator
trace has been further stabilized with a 50 watt regulator and is r.o pro-
ducing excellent data. During the last half of this mo!th the trace shoed
approximately five percent increase at times, due to solar activity.

Earth Currents (New Zealand Program): The Brown recorder sensitivity
has been decreased with an added series resistance, sensitivity checks being
made before and after the change. The short period recorder 'as remodeled
and is now across the sea electrodes in parallel with the Brown recorder
circuit.

Ionospheric Absorption, Arctic Institute of North America: No
data was obtained the first seven days of September during construction of
the new antenna aerial. Operation with the new antenna was satisfactory ex-
cept for excessive trace interference during periods of high winds.. There
were three periods during the month, the 16th through the 18th the 20th
through the 23rd, and the 26th through the 29th where continuous absorptior
with superimposed singular events occurred. These periods .ere associated
with an increase in solar activity. The two largest absorption events of
the year occurred on the 15th 13.5 db, and on the 29th 1.75 db.

Ionospheric Soundings National Bureau -of Sandaräs(NeiZealand
observer)_: September was characterized by particularly disturbed conditions
in the F2 region caused by solar flare activity. Complete notdeiative
absorption existed for a total of 1.05 hours. Type R sporadic ¶as most
predominant. Loss of data through equipment failure as higner that: average
this month, due principally to losses incurred 'hen winds up to 96 knots
broke away one top span of the transmitter aerial from the termir:atinig
resistor box.

1F, Stanford University (New Zealand observer): A new cable v1as
installed to the preamplifier and aerjal., the old one having numerous breaks
and shorts which made repairs impractIcal. There appeared to he a con
siderable drop in activity but this may be due to strong local- interference.
The improvement in WV signal reception has allowed more frequent and accurate
time checks
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McMurdo Station:-

Cosmic Rays, Bar tol Res earch Foundation: Some minor equipment pro -
blems caused a small amount of data loss during the month All data processing

is up-to-date.

Ionospheric Absorption .L. DouRlas Aircraft C o : Riometer activity was

very high during September. Three PCA events were registered between the

16th and 27th with an accumulated total of 1 7 hours of absorption, the
maximum value being 6.7 db A fourth event, on the 28th and 29th, lasted for
17 hours though this may have been part of the preceding activity. During
the period many emissions of solar radio noise were observed Excellent
records were obtained on all of the recorders Good cooperation was obtained
from the Navy Communications Department which changed from their 10 1 30 mc
broadcast during periods of high activity

South Pole Station:

Aurora Arctic Institute of North Amer-'Lca: The all-sky camera and
zenith photometers were secured on the 7th of September and the tiwilight
program on the 13th

Geomagnetism,_Coast and Geodetic Sury=. The mean values of the
magnetic field for September as computed for monthly scallrigs were as follows:

declination	27035 9
horizontal field	15,902 g,

vertical field	56,746

Twelve sets of absolute measurements IJere made	The geomagnetic recordings
were shut down between the 16th and 22nd during rewiring of the geomagnetIc
timing and lighting system in the science building New sneives have been
installed along with tables, benches and electrical outlets

'T	 `^onal Bureau of Stavdards: The act_` i ty
was up slightly over the previous month with 102 events observed 20 cf which
occurred during the solar flare activities of the 21st througn the 2 3ra and

the 26th through tne 29th The largest was on the 29th with a maximum ab
sorption of 92 db. Antenna impedance changed rapiaiy curing the 19th and
20th but was constant during solar flare periods These solar flare periods

produced the lowest hour-ly values of the year, Six hours recordIng time was
lost on the 19th due to a paper feed prob1em The short term stability of
the equipment is fair whereas the long term stability is exce1ent The
antenna and other outside equipment have been inspected and no winter damage
was noted, although the antenna transmission line is now buried several. feet
below the surface.

Soundinona1 B_L	ar. During the
first half of this month, large amounts of absorption and blanketing occurred
I the F2 region When this was not present, the F2 region was characterized
by spread echo and this region was dominated b R type sporadic During the
latter half of the month the ionospheric soundings were blacked out most of
the time due to solar storms
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VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards observer):
With the appearance of daylight, whistler activity decreased to its summer
level of zero. The last whistler was recorded on the 10th and the monthly
total was 15. The chorus strength increased over last month and was heard
for longer daily intervals. Lost time totaled 60 hours and included the
9th of September, when a severe snow storm restricted personnel to the station.

Wilkes Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America (Australian observer):
The all-sky camera operated well during the month except for a sticking
shutter in the K-lOO camera in the last few days. A new camera has now

been installed.

Geomagnetism, U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, (Australian observer):
The largest magnetic storm of the year occurred this month, and very few
absolute measurements could be obtained. Some minor repairs have been
necessary to the rapid run drum motor.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (Australian
observer): Modifications to the C4 sounder have been completed and tests
during the latter part of the month proved quite satisfactory, although
results were somewhat inconclusive due to the prevailing disturbed conditions.
Routine soundings commenced at 0001 GMT on October 1st.

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT US STATIONS

USNS Eltaniri: Sr. Braulio Araya-Modiriger, a marine biologist from
the University of Chile, participated in Cruise 9 on board the E1tani. His
interest was primarily in the biological collections carried out by the
University of Southern California.

Dr. Eduardo Papic Lazo, a veterinarian from the Chilean Agricultural
Ministry, worked on board the Eltaniri in connection with programs being
carried on by Lamont Geological Observatory. His work was primarily
concerned with microbiology, particularly the culture of bacteria obtained

from sea water.

Senor Santiago Nunez Barron, a student at the Catholic University of
Valparaiso, assisted with the plankton sampling program being carried by

Lamont Geological Observatory.

McMurdo Station: Dr. Gennady Tarakanov, the USSR exchange scientist,
continued his meteorological synoptic work, and the compilation of vertical

motions of the atmosphere.
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Average Speed (knots)
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Peak Gust (MPH)
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No. clear days
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TABLE I CLIMAT FOR SEPTEMBER 96

Byrd	Eights	Hallett	McMurdo

Station	Station	Station	Station

.36.8	-35.7	-22.4	-10.9
.18,4	-150	7.8	6.0
-55 1	.51..1	32.9	39.1

23.579	27.822	29.231	29.198
24.380	30.348*	29,91*	29.821*
23.015	28.798*	28.77*	28.894*
Tr	0.40	0.11	0.18
Tr	4.0	2.3	10.8

NNE	NNW	SW	E
20.1	9.8	5.7	12.3
54.1	56.4	77	-
57.6	-	 104	94.5
6.0	8.8	3.7	6.0
7	1	15	1

12	10	11	25
11	19	4	4

18	10	1	6
26	-	26	34
23,182	-	23,693	17,036

3	-	10	-
159097	-	15,084	-
-	-	2	-
-	-	189519	-

South Pole
	

Wilkes
Station
	

Station

-54.3	 -12.3
-392	-1.1
-67.3	-23.9

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.

* Sea Level 0
** North defined along 0 Greenwich
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